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Payer readiness to employ ICER in P&T

Market context
• The public debate around drug pricing has
spurred demand for standardized value
assessment in the US.
A venture-funded think-tank called “ICER”
(Institute for Clinical and Economic
Review), has made its name as America’s
“drug price watchdog”, selecting
pharmaceutical products for review under
cost effectiveness criteria. The incremental
health gains are measured in quality
adjusted life years and equal value of life
years gained, as complimentary method
the organization suggests for life extending
treatments (Figure 2).

• 97% of reports the organization published
online in 2018 found that developer WAC
prices do not match the value the products
provide, requesting discounts beyond 60%
in nearly half of all reviews. To further
address affordability concerns, “ICER” also
projects a budget impact of interventions
on the basis of a population-level back
of the envelope calculation for the US
healthcare system as shown in (Figure 3).
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CURRENT STATE
• Public payer statements (as shown
in figure 1) for a broader adoption of
value-based pricing and numerous
recent research surveys have shown
the growing desire to see the
appraisal of pharmaceuticals based on
QALYs. Some recent surveys indicate
that 9 out of 10 payers would see a
need for a US HTA, with 64.5% saying
they are ‘likely’ and ‘extremely likely’
to follow ICER’s cost-effectiveness
thresholds.53
• In contrast, we see very limited
use of QALY-based, cost-effective
analyses today among the surveyed
payers for this research. The
approach is reported to guide
formulary inclusion/exclusion with
an estimated implementation of
less than 10% of Commercial and
Medicare lives. Clinical comparative
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effectiveness analyses see a higher
level of implementation in about
40% of Commercial lives. Too often
ICER reports do not get published in
time for the initial P&T committee
discussion.

• Follow-up interviews with our
experts reveal that from an actuarial
perspective, ICER offers limited value
as a budgetary decision-framework
to most US insurers who cannot
easily translate their final pricing
recommendations into coverage. ICER
models are US population (vs. specific
plan)-based and may differ on key
assumptions from the back-of-theenvelope assumptions shown in figure
3. They are not replicable and partly
non-transparent and often come
with a high degree of uncertainty.
As a concept, QALYs are still largely

intangible to US payer decisionmaking and a life-time horizon isn’t
useful for actuarial realities and shortterm insurance windows in the US
(considering frequent beneficiary plan
switching).

• At the same time, we can report that
ICER reviews are widely respected
as an “independent” arbiter and a
signal on overall product value and
is consistently used for background
information on the evidence base and
specifically for economic data points
and key assumptions that enable the
economic value story.
• Our research shows that an estimated
20% of payers incorporate QALYbased analyses into their price/rebate
negotiations with developers for
Commercial and Medicare plans.

Current level of incorporation of clinical comparative effectiveness or QALY-based analyses
into formulary decisions/ QA

53 Pharma Exec Trends.

FUTURE EXPECTATION
• 50% of payers aa,report that they are
likely to use QALY-based assessments
like ICER in decision-making. This
contrasts with a higher share at 70%
of payers bb, who are likely to use
comparative effectiveness research
in formulary decision-making in the
next three years. They expect QALYbased, cost-effective analyses to
guide formulary inclusion/exclusion
for about 30% of lives in both
Commercial and Medicare.
• Establishing an official, independent
US HTA is payors‘ most preferred of
all major recent policy proposals.
While receiving average level of
“somewhat” support, it still ranks
roughly 20% in preference above
drug Importation and POS rebate
passthrough legislation, and even
4% higher than ‘External Pricing
Indexing,’ such as introduced by
HHS.54 Payers managing 63.7M lives
and 73.8M lives strongly favor or
somewhat favor having an official
cost effectiveness body in the US,
respectively.
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Level of payer support for policy proposal to institute
an independent US HTA body which appraises drug
value through QALY-based cost-effectiveness methods

DEVELOPER TAKEAWAYS
• While QALY-based approaches
like that of “ICER” do not render
themselves for easy adoption for
payer decision making, they have
become an important element in
negotiations, and most payers today
acknowledge considering such
reports at some point during the drug
evaluation process.
• Given the opportunity to use
utilization management tools as
outlined in previous sections, payers
are keen to look for assumptions
to define eligible patients when
considering coverage, limiting PA to
label and/or trial, and opportunities
for coverage with evidence
development and/or outcomesbased deals. Additional collection of
clinical evidence may be required for
re-authorization when coverage is
re-evaluated.
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• “ICER” does not currently follow a
standardized selection process for its
review of therapies. Getting involved
with the process during the review
window is critical, but engagement
doesn’t equate to influence over
shaping the report findings. Analyses
show that contributions rarely result
in major amendments in terms of
the conclusion but may significantly
influence the revision of model
assumptions which may matter to US
payers.
• “ICER” generally acknowledges
industry comments per table response
and tends to address specific
methodological considerations with
varying levels of robustness. As long
as specific alternatives have been
offered by the developer, roughly
1/3 of suggestions make their way
into final reports, thereby modifying

Targeted publications as part of a strategic ICER defense

the final evidence report. However,
significant variation exists and not
all changes are desirable from a
developer perspective.

• Developers should explain
systematically why they might
find specific “ICER” assumptions
to be problematic and illustrate
the materiality of these concerns
towards the value determination
more definitively wherever possible
(e.g. are these concerns leading to a
required shift in value category?). We
reiterate that a strong need remains
for developers to provide greater
specificity and determination in their
comments and interaction with ICER.
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